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Abstract 

How does shape-from-shading proceed when two or 
more different1 colored light sources are present? For 
a uniformly co&ied Lambertian surface illuminated by 
a collection of oint or extended light sources or inter- 
reflections, wit[ unknown directions and strengths, il- 
lumination varies spectrally with orientation from the 
surface. If light varies enou h in color and direction, 
then surface orientation can%, recovered by a kind of 
photometric stereo, but with a single image and many 
unknown li hts. RGB values lie on an ellipsoid in color 
space and fhe  strengths and directions of three effec- 
tive ‘lights” can be recovered from regression and by 
additional constraints derived from three estimates of 
light source tilt. 

However, it is quite likely that illumination color 
does not var enough. In that case RGB points fill a 

lanar 2D elzpse in color s ace. Here we give a result 
For the elli se boundary tiat enables one to  recover 
the strengtis and an le between two effective lights 
producing the. 2D sha%ing. We then show that equa- 
tions for the tilts of the linearly related three effective 
lights in 3D give an additional three independent con- 
straints. Solving yields lights in 2D and hence in 3D as 
well. Thus the rank-2 orientation-from-color problem 
reduces to known-light 2-image photometric stereo. 
Robust methods are used throughout. 
1 Introduction 

On a clear day the shape-from-shadin problem is 
complicated by li ht from at least two di8erent direc- 
tions and of two %ifferent colors as well - light from 
the sun and sky light. Brooks and Horn [l] address 
this problem by explicitly incorporating a sky radiation 
component in an iterative scheme for finding shape and 

oint source li ht direction for a Lambertian surface. 
i o r  the sky ligft they simply take the overall direction 
as toward the z-axis. This makes sense because of the 
well-known fact that Lambertian.surfaces sum up an 
extended light source into an equivalent point source, 
although some greater care is required in correctly cal- 
culating the sky direction ([9], p.237). 

Nonetheless, . the color information in the two 
sources of illumination is not ut to use. If one could 
effectively take apart the shad!n from the two differ- 

of normalized surface orientation vectors coulf be ad- 
dressed using 2-image photometric stereo, a problem 
whose solution is known [12, 11, 211. 

Of course, a real image is further complicated by 
s ecularities, shadows, interreflected li ht and oints 
tiat do not see all incident lights. k tact, i! inci- 
dent radiation is comprised of many unknown lights 
that are far enough apart and also vary spectrally 
with direction from the surface, then for a single Lam- 
bertian surface under conditions of orthography the 

ent light sources, then recovery o !? the two com onents 

situation is reducible to  that of 3-image photomet- 
ric stereo [18, 191, even if the directions, strengths, 
and colors of the collection of many lights is unknown 
[3, 10, 15, 6 ,  4, 21. For in this case the scatterplot of 
RGB points in color s ace lie on an ellipsoid. Surface 
normals are simply a Hnear transform away from col- 
ors, for points that see all lights. The linear transform 
is made up of three effective li hts. 

A rruccessful way to deal witf outliers, such as shad- 
ows and specularities, is to find the Lambertian ellip- 
soid using robust regression. Then the outliers arise 
from two sources: points that do not see all lights, 
and points that are specular, and these outliers are 
identified by the robust regression [4]. (For specular 
detection to  succeed, 50% plus 1 of the pixels must be 
near-Lambertian .) 

However, the color space ellipsoid for unknown 
lights results in surface normals recovered only up to  
an overall orthogonal transformation. One method to 
recover the orthogonal transformation along with sur- 
face niormals is to  employ an integrability condition on 
recovered derivatives p ( z ,  y), q(z, y) [lo, 61. However, 
that imethod is subject to  possible reversed direction 
of recovered normals, since the orthogonal transfor- 
mation may well contain an axis reversal. A simpler 
method that avoids this problem is to  use the robustly 
recovered ellipsoid to  establish the three strengths of 
and the angles between the effective lights. Then Pent- 
land’s [13] or some other light-source-direction finder 
can be used to calculate the effective lights’ tilt angles 
(ignoring the often incorrect slant angles produced by 
the light-source-direction finder). The three angles 
between pairs of normalized effective lights then pro- 
vide 1,hree constraints on those lights’ slant angles [2]. 
Once the li hts are recovered the surface normals may 
be recovere% by photometric stereo. 

The color space ellipsoid is a direct extension of an 
idea due to  Woodham et al. [20] for finding unknown 
(fixedl) lights for each of three graylevel images, with 
lights illuminating the object in turn. The extension 
uses isn observation originally due to  Petrov [14] that 
for a Lambertian surface illuminated by li hts that 
var :spectrally with orientation from the sur P; ace, nor- 
mayvectors are a linear transformation, F , say, away 
from colors. The issue of the rank of F is an important 
one. In [15] it is shown that for a rank-3 surface (i.e., 
not degenerate in some way, e.g., not a cylinder) then 
for a full rank (i.e., rank-3) matrix F colors lie on an 
ellipsoid in color space and one can recover normals 
from colors. However, as first observed in [3, 41, the 
rank of F arises from the rank of its factors, made up of 
a color matrix B and a light-direction matrix A .  In 
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other words, for this orientation-from-color problem 
to be equivalent to 3-image photometric stereo (with 
unknown lights, one Lambertian surface), the collec- 
tion of spectrally-varying colors must be linearly inde- 
pendent (rank-3) and so must the set of lightsource 
directions. 

However, while it is reasonable to  expect a rank-3 
surface one cannot be so sure about a rank-3 11 ht- 
ing environment. For if a surface were illurninatet by 
(possibly many) lights that were too close in color then 
colors may lie on a 2-dimensional surface in color space 
even if the lights are widely separated in space. 

In [I51 i t  is stated that in such a situation colors 
should lie within a filled elli se in color space. How- 

scri tion of such a filled ellipse. Below, colors &at are 
rang-2 are first transformed to  ?-space color coordi- 
nates, Carrying out a robust estimation of the plane 
normal allows elimination of shadowed (or specular) 
points as outliers. Then, a new result is derived giving 
the equation of the ellipse boundary in terms of matrix 
F . From this it is possible to  state the strengths of and 
single angle between two effective lights in the color- 
space plane. However, this still leaves an arbitrary 
3-dimensional orthogonal transformation unknown. 

To further constrain matrix F we must go back to  
3-space. From each of the three RGB color bands we 
can calculate the tilt an le using Pentland’s or another 
light-direction finder. &e show that these form three 
independent constraints on matrix F provided the set 
of object normal vectors has diagonal correlation ma- 
trix (as would be the case for a surface with uniformly 
distributed normals). For the (normalized) effective 
light vectors in 2-space we now have one constraint 
from the dot- roduct, and three more from RGB light 
directions. T I e  resulting e uations produce a set of 
two solutions; only one has ?he correct 3D tilt angles. 

In test images we found that rank-2 lighting is far 
more common in ordinar lighting environments than 
rank-3 lighting or, for tKat matter, rank-] li hting. 
Therefore the analysis presented here is require%. 

In $2, the linear relation between normals and colors 
is recapitulated, for a 3-dimensional lightin environ- 
ment. The rank-reduced case is set out in13. In 4 

mensions. In 55 a typical real imageis studied in detail. 
Recovery of depth is seen to be reasonable. 
2 Orientation-from-Color 

For a camera system with RGB optical response 
functions Q (A),  for a single Lambertian surface with 
surface normal n the measured RGB color p is 

if a surface w i h  spectra response unction S(A) is il- 
luminated by a (possibly large) set of L lights, e.g. a 
discretized set of extended or point light sources. Here 
we assume conditions of distant viewing and distant 
lighting from lights with normalized direction vectors 
a i and spectral power distributions Ei(X), and inte- 
grate over the visible spectrum. 

When reflected from the surface, each of the i lights 

ever, it is not obvious what s K ould be the anal tic de- 

extra constraints are introduced from tilts in three 1 i- 

l? 

P = C - ,(a?n 1 SEz(X)SJA)Q (A) dA (1) 

produces a color 

so that eqn.(l) can be rewritten 131 

with L x 3 direction matrix A’and 3 x L color- 

b i  E JEa(A)S(A) Q (A) dA , (2) 

p = B A n  (3) 
strength matrix B : A = ( U  1 ,  u2, . .  U L ) ~ ,  
B = ( b 1 ,  b z ,  . . b ~ ) .  

Letting F E B A , (3) expresses a linear relation- 
ship between normals and colors: 

In terms of the N x 3 collection R of colors for a1 N 
Dixels and the N x 3 collection N of normal vectors we 

p = ~ ~ n .  y4 

have R = F N . .  f b )  
Pixels not obeying the relationship (4a) are those t at 
see a different collection of lights from all those resent, 
because of shadowing,. or pixels that do not oiey the 
Lambertian rule sufficiently closely. 

the image irra- 
diance equation for most of t i e  pix&. A regression 
finds F with confidence provided most pixels see most 
lights. However, it is not the case that F is always in- 
vertible. In particular, for a rank-2 color matrix B , 
matrix F must also be rank-2. In that case the best 
we can hope for is a reduction of the problem to  that 
of 2-image hotometric stereo. 

In the fui-rank case one can find matrix F as fol- 
lows. Denoting the inverse of F 

Since nis unit length, p i s  constrained to lie on an 
ellipsoid centered on the origin in color space: 

1 E n T ,  = p T G T G p  =: p T C p .  (6) 
Since C is G T G  , it is 3 x 3 and symmetric positive 
definite with 6 independent elements; it determines 
F up to an orthogonal transformation. Eqn. (6) can 
be considered a regression with explanatory variables 
(p:  , p i  , p i  ,2pipz ,2pip3 ,2pzP3) and all right-hand- 
sides equal to 1 (cf. the Appendix to [19], which deals 
with three separate images and therefore has no matrix 
B , or [4], which does have a B ). 
3 Rank-reduced 

Matrix F is that matrix ex ressin 

by G , we have 
n = G p .  (5) 

Orientation-from-color 
To recover surface orientation vectors n we can be- 

gin by transforming RGB color space vectors into a co- 
ordinate s stem in the 2-dimensional surface in which 
vectors pEe .  

To make the following discussion clearer, consider 
Fig.l(a), an exemplar image formed by synthetically 
shading a range image. Suppose matrix A stores the 
directions to five lights, with tilt and slant angles (az- 
imuth and colatitude - zenith angle - in degrees) of 
(24,39), (156,39), (0,0), (-24,39), (-156,39). In order 
to  use real lights and surfaces, here “light skin” was 
used as surface reflectance function and five standard 
(all fairly white) illuminants were used: illuminants 
A,B,C,D65, and FL, representing incandescent and flu- 
orescent light and various sunli hts. The camera re- 
s onse curves for a Sony DXC15fcamera with infrared 
8 t e r  were used. Lambertian shading for each light 
with self-shadowing was calculated using a ray-tracing 
algorithm, with summed max(llp 11) = 255. Additive 
Gaussian noise was then added with rms value 11255, 
resulting in Fig.l(b) (displayed in black and white). 
Results for other synthetic images were very similar to 
those reported below for this exemplar. 

Now consider the rank of matrix F . Firstly, the 
singular value decomposition (SVD) of F has singular 
values 255, 14.858, and 0.8003. This shows that any 
image formed from F will be approximately rank-2. 
Of course, usually we do not know F . But the SVD 
for the collection of color vectors psimilarly shows a 
reduced rank - singular values are 9093, 349, 29, i.e. 
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approximately a scaling of those for F . Fig.l(c,d) 
show two views of the RGB values plotted in color- 
space: colors lie within an elliptical region on a fairly 
flat surface. 
3.1 Two-dimensional color-space 

To find the color-space plane we use a robust Least 
Median of Squares (LMS) regression [16]; outliers that 
do not lie in the plane are automatically identified. 
To find that vector w 3 to which most vectors p a r e  
ortho onal, suppose that w 3 has third component 1. 
Now k r m  the N .  x 3 collection R of vectors p , with N 
the number of pixels. The set of equations we wish to  
approximate is: the N x 2 matrix formed from the first 
two columns of R times an unknown 2-vector, equals 
the N x 1 array given by the third column of R . 

The LMS regression defines a robust dispersion es- 
timate in this case equal to 

where ri is the residual for the ith case and IC N 1.4826. 
Then an RGB point is accepted as corresponding to  
the model if Iri/sol 5 2.5; else the point is an outlier 
and is rejected. The robust coefficient of determination 
R2 is 0.9998 for this regression applied to  Fig.l(c,d). 
Therefore one can identify outliers for this regression, 
and Fig.2(a) shows the mask of outliers for this image. 
Outliers make U 

To erect a 2-flimensional coordinate system on this 
plane we form projections of vectors p onto the plane 
orthogonal to w 3 

and then calculate the SVD of these pro’ections re 
sulting in two more basis vectors w 1 a n i  v 2 .  i~o; 
form orthogonal matrix V with coliimns equal to vec- 
tors w 1 w 2 ,  w 3.  Two-component vectors in the color- 
space plane correspond to projections onto the first two 
columns of V . Denote by V ’ this 3 x 2 matrix, and 
form a set of 2-component colors via 

with R’ an N x 2 array comprised of 2-component 
vectors p ’ .  Fig.2(b) shows a scaled scatterplot of the 
components of p ’ values in the color-space plane. 
3.2 Ellipse boundary: Theory 

dividual columns f 

Inliers for the three RGB ima e channels encode the 
shading field for the three ekective color-strength- 
direction vectors f i .  If these three lights f were 
linearly independent, then we would indeed see an el- 
lipsoid in color space. Instead, we see a 2-dimensional 
set of vectors 

with F ’ a 3 x 2 matrix with 3-vector columns 

so = k. (1 + 5 / ( N -  2) 4 Z )  (7) 

13% of non-background pixels. 

P l  = P - ( P  . v 3 ) w 3  (8) 

R‘ = RV‘ (9) 

Let us rewrite eqn.(4) explicitly in terms of the in- 
of matrix F as 

P T  = n T  ( f I f Z f 3 )  . (10) 

R‘ = RV’ = ( N F  )v’ = N ( F  V I )  Z N F ‘  (11) 

f ;, i = 1..2: 
For any pixel, the projected 2-vector is 

p‘T = n T F ’  . (13) 
The observed set of p ‘ can be thought of as the projec- 
tions of the shell of an ellipsoid onto the w 1-2) 2 plane. 
They satisify the following 

The axes should actually be at the bottom of the datopoints: 
RGB values form a filled ellipse centered on the origin. Values 
fall away from the elliptical boundary near the origin because 
points that see fewer lights are darker. 

Theolrem: The ellipse boundary for a set of vectors 
p ‘ is given by the quadratic form C ‘, with 

p r T  c ’ p ’  = 1, c’ = ( F ’ + ) ( F ’ + ) ~ ,  

(14) F I+ = (E’ ITF /)-’ FIT 

The proof is given in [SI. The ellipse p IT C ’p  ’ = 1 
forms the boundary of the filled ellipse. Some algebra 
shows that (C I ) ; ’  = ~a I l f  i l l2 ,  i = 1..2, (C ’);: = 

3.3 Ellipse boundary: Recovery 
Since the plot of Fig.2(b) is convex we form the 

convex hull of p ’ values as the set of perimeter points; 
we add the negatives of 2D colors p ’ and again use the 
LMS regression. Fig.2(b) also shows the convex hull 
along with the recovered and correct ellipse boundary. 
R2 is very close to  unity. 
4 
4.1 

(C ’);;; = )U 5 f ; . f ’2. 

]From 2 to 3 Dimensions 
Relation between F’ and F 

The 2-space color matrix F ‘ is given by 
F ’ =  F V ’  . (14) 

F 21 F‘VIT  . (15) 

If V were actual1 the SVD eigenvectors for F instead 
of being recovere3 from the p , an approximateiy rank- 
2.maitrix F could be restored from the 3 x 2 matrix F ’ 
via 
Under what conditions is the V recovered from the 
pvalues equal to that for matrix F ?  Using least 
squares, eigenvectors resulting from the regression p N 

c p ~ ’  over I = 1..N pixels satisfy 

Now substituting p i  = E:=, niFjk  we have 

with K j ,  the raw cross-product matrix of normal vec- 
tors K j P  = Cyzl nfni .  Eqn.(l7) says that vectors 
w i ,  derived from the p , are the same vectors that 
would be found for matrix F provided the (non-mean- 
subtracted) 3 x 3 covariance matrix Kjp equals a diago- 
nal matrix. This is in fact close to  true for the normals 
making up Fig.l(a). 
4.2 Recovering F’ 

If we could find the two 3-vectors f i ,  f & making 
up E’ ’ then the two images p \ ,  p); could be used in 2- 
image photometric stereo using f f & as the “lights”. 
So far, our robust regression of the ellipse boundary 
has provided three of the six unknowns in F ‘, viz., ~ 1 ,  
~ 2 ,  and ,U. However, from $4.1 we know that the 3- 
dimensional F is given in terms of f i, f via matrix 
V ’. But from (4a) it is easy to  show that (p1, p2, p3) 
are linearly dependent. Therefore one would suppose 
that there would be nothing further to  gain by re- 
examining the RGB images, rather than those for p i, 
p i .  This turns out to be not the case. 

Since we know the lengths of f ’1, f ‘2 from K I ,  6 2 ,  

we seek the tilts ri , rl and slants ci, c; for normalized 
vectors f ’1, f k, We could employ a graylevel source- 
direction-finder to  find the tilt and slant for 3-vectors 
f a, i = 1..3 from the RGB images, but in practice 

(16) 

cj E, ~ k i - ~ j P ~ j m ~ p k ~ ~  = (17) 

cy=’=, E3 I I i - a i 
k = l P m P k v k  - A ‘rn 
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slants derived from such estimators are quite insccu- 
rate [7]. However, tilt estimations from such methods 
can be fairly reliable. In fact, the recent extension of 
the Zheng and ~ . .  Chellappa tilt voting method [17] per- 
forms remarkably well. 

Since the tilts for the three RGB ima es are related 
nonlinearly to  the tilts and.slants for t t e  2D images, 
the three observations of tilts in 3D vield three ad- 
ditional constraints on F I .  To see this, let US write 
out F = F 1 V l T  explicitly in terms of estimated 
Ti E tan(ri),i  = 1..3, and unknown components of 
f a,  i = 1..2. Let the two unknown 3-vectors f have 
components f: and let the three f have components 
fl . Then the tilt equations in 3 dimensions are 

Translating vectors f into vectors f via (15) and re- 
ZrouDincc. we have 

f,lTl = f2' , f 3 2  = f; I fi3T3f23 . (18) 

1 , 1 r  2 ,  2 

"I illr T ~ U  -r -U 
T ~ s  T ~ v  - S  -v ( f" f f 2  f" f f 2  )T = 0 
T3t T ~ w  -t -W 

(19a) 
where r = v!,s = v g , t  = v:; U = v:,v = v:,w = vg. It 
is clear that the matrix in (19a) is of rank 3, if TI, T2, T3 
are all different. Even if the rank of F were exactly 
2, with each column of F a linear combination of the 
other two columns, the matrix above is still rank-3: 

three independent equations for determining t r r %  
unknowns in vectors f 1, f 2 ;  the final equation p = 
f 

Therefore tilt estimations in RGB images 
- I  - I  

* f i provides the fourth constraint, viz. 
-11 -12 31 -12 

P /  ( K l K 2 )  = fl fl + f 2  f 2  

+ [I - (f{')2 - ( f331/2[1-  (p)>" - (?32]1/2 (196) 
Note that the third component of the f can be taken . "  

positive [SI. 
Eqns. (19a, 19b) in four unknowns reduces to a 

uadratic equation in the square of one component. 8f the two possible solutions, only one produces the 
correct, input 3D tilt angles. The other solution has 
lights reversed in the 2 - y plane. 

Values found for the f I vectors are as follows: f '1: 
fi = 255.022,~ = 155.235,~ = 10.176, f i: 6 = 
14.858,~  = -20.142,~ = 76.190. For comparison, the 
correct values are f '1: 6 = 2 5 5 . 0 2 2 , ~  = 154.978,~ = 

can be seen, the method does very well. 
4.3 Recovery of normals 

Once "lighting" vectors are recovered, the situation 
is essentially identical to  2-image photometric stereo, 
with two known lights [12, 111. One forms an or- 
thonormal basis Z 2 , i  = 1. .3  from vectors f 5 , j  = 1..2 
and their cross-product, and then writes the normal 
in terms of this basis (see [5]). The resulting quadratic 
equation yields 

n . a 3 = f J l - ( n  . E 1 ) 2 - ( n  . ~ ? ) 2  (20) 
The problem thus becomes one of determining the cor- 
rect sign at each pixel. The solution is ostensibly as 
follows: first identify those points where the compo- 
nent n + a3 is zero. Then within regions bounded by 
curves of such points first assign the positive, and then 

6.121, f '2: &= 1 4 . 8 5 8 , ~ ~  -18 .841 ,~= 83.914. AS 

the negative sign. The correct sign is that which most 
closely obeys an integrability condition summed over 
the region. 

However, carrying out such a scheme for a non- 
smooth surface such as Fig.l(a) is problematic. This 

art of the overall problem is not completely addressed 
{ere, in that the reduction of orientation-from-color to 
photometric stereo is the objective. Nonetheless in 55 
we set out a new scheme for covering the image with 
the correct sign, for smooth surfaces. 

For our exemplar image, however, there are difficul- 
ties in finding curves of zero third component. Fig.3(a) 
shows the value of the correct sign for n . Z3.  To ar- 
rive at this answer we have at our dis osal the image of 
the absolute value of this quantit fow values in this 
absolute value should corresponJ to areas where the 
sign changes in Fig.S(a). Fig.3(b) shows an image, for 
non-outlier pixels, of values of In . a31 less than 20% 
of the maximum value. One can see that it is difficult 
to  extract Fig.3(a) from Fig.S(b). To underline the 
difficulty of the problem, consider Fig.S(c): this is the 
same as Fig.3(b) except correct values of surface nor- 
mals and li hts are used. Even from this best possible 
image it it Sifficult to  extract the correct sign. 

Nevertheless it is interesting to compare recovered 
normals using the correct sign. We cannot recover nor- 
mals for points designated as outliers, and to  explicitly 
reconstruct a depth map we must bridge such lacunae 
in the orientation information. Harris' coupled depth- 
slope surface reconstruction method [8] provides one 
method to do so, but it is slow. Alternative1 , we can 
simply use all the pixels, ignoring the issue oroutliers. 
Fig.S(d) shows the reconstructed depth map using a 
simpler Poisson equation solution. The correlation be- 
tween the depth map of Fig.l(a) and this one is 0.9036. 
Thus, 2-image photometric stereo derived from multi- 
light orientation-from-color works reasonably well if 
the correct sign is recoverabfe. 
5 Real Image 

Fig.4(a) show an RGB image of a (brown) egg (dis- 
played in black and white). The egg was placed near a 
window on an overcast da . Other lighting came from 
a ceiling fluorescent room fight. 
5.1 Regression results 

The scatterplot of RGB values in color space is again 
very close to  planar, with robust regression R2=0.9896. 
Fig.4(b) shows the mask of inlier points. The 2D plot 
of p 1  is shown in Fig.4(c), along with the fitted el- 
lipse. Since the scatterplot is non-convex, we sim ly 
regress on the erimeter of the data cluster, m a r k e f P  
in the figure; &e regression can be improved by omit- 
ting perimeter points near the origin by removing data 
for the first quartile of pi values. For this regression 
12' is 0.9930. A useful self-check is to make sure that 
most p points fall on or within the ellipse boundary 

produced by the regression. 
were, essentially all inliers pixels are encompassed by 
the ellipse. 

From matrix C ' ,  we get 6 = 314.13, 6 = 
39.91, and angle 60.53' between vectors f i ,  f '2. To 
estimate the tilt angles for Fig.4(a), we used Zheng 
and Chellappa's original tilt voting method [22] with 
results 58O, 47O, 43" for the three images. Now we can 

iven by the matrix C 
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solve the four equations (19a,b) together for vectors 
f i, f i. Eqn.(l5) gives F in terms of the 2D vectors; 
the results have tilts as above and slants 21°, 30°, 3 4 O .  
5.2 Sign of third component 

Here we propose a simple method for identifying 
positive and negative regions of (20). Let us assume 
the existence of an occludin boundary in the ima e. 
On that boundary, we must gave no component in B e  
camera direction, 723 E 0. Therefore 

123 = (n . G l ) ~ ; + ( n  ~ + i ; + ( n  ~ 3 ) i r ;  = o . (21) 
Since we know the sign of Zi, we can determine the sign 
of (n . G 3 )  on an occluding boundary. If clear sign- 
boundary curves ( “separation” curves [all) are found 
within the image by thresholding l(n . G3)l ,  then the 
appro riate sign can be Y w n  in from the occluding 
bounLry. It is reasonab e to  assume that low values 
in the absolute value of (n . 6 3 )  arise from a zero- 
crossing of the sign. 

Fig.4(d) is an image of l(n + G 3) 1 ,  with small values 
outlined. We can understand this image by considering 
the separation line for a 2: l : l  ellipsoid, with respect 
to the G 3 direction: surface normals perpendicular to  
this direction lie on an arc, with the positive sign to  
be taken above the arc and the ne ative si n below. 

For the eg image, the. sign alf along &e top oc- 
cluding boun8ary is positive. Thus we should grow 
the positive sign inwards from the boundary in the top 
part of the image. Since values of I(n . G 3 ) 1  are all low 
in the area delineated in Fig.4(d), we take the separa- 
tion line to  be the bottom border of the low-l(n .G3)l  
area. Therefore, in eqn.(20), the sign is positive in the 
top area of the egg and negative in the bottom area. 
For this image, the correct sign coincides with the sign 
specified by the simple condition n3 2 0. 

Figs.5(a-b) show synthetic images of the recovered 
normal vectors shaded from directions (1,1, l ) ,  and 
(-1, - l , l ) .  One can see that the algorithm does a rea- 
sonable job of recoverin the sha e of the egg. Here 
we cannot recover norm3s for outyier points, excluded 
by the mask in Fig.4(b). But again using all pixels 
and ignoring the issue of outliers, we arrive at the re- 
constructed depth map of Fig.5(c) by using a Poisson 
equation solution. 
6 Conclusions 

The exem lar synthetic image of Fi .1 shows that 
rank-reducefcolor space data can resuft even using a 
quite broad selection of ty ical illuminants. The egg 
image was taken using ord!nary office lighting and is 
also rank-2; in fact, in test images we found that rank- 
2 lighting is the rule, rather than the exception. There- 
fore. some method of dealing with this type of li hting 
environment is crucial for a general purpose siape- 
from-shading scheme to succeed. The present analysis 
sets out a simple method for recovering surface orien- 
tation from such images. 

Of course, the method depends on the success of 
two sub-procedures - (a) 2-image photometric stereo; 
and (b) a light-source tilt finder - and could be im- 
proved by improved versions of these algorithms. 
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( c )  (4 
Figure 1: (a): Depth map  of plaster bust. (b): Shaded 
w i th  five colored l ights. (c,d): RGB points i n  color space: 
fil led ellipse centered on  origin. 

(4 (b) 
Figure 2: (a): Mask for inliers for robust regression to 
planar colors. (b): Colors i n  2-dimensional plane, with 
robust fit to convex hull and correct ellipse. 

Figure 4: (a): ( c )  RGB image. (b): Inlier mask (4 for  regression 

to planar colors. (c): 2D colors and robust regression to 
perimeter points. (d): Absolute value of th i rd  component 
in planar basis; low value region is delineated. 

( c )  (4 
Figure 3: (a): Correct sign for component of normal in 
th i rd direction. (b): Low values i n  absolute value o f  recov- 
ered third component. (c): Low values i n  correct absolute 
value. (d): Recovered depth map. 

Figure 5: (a,b): Recovered ( c )  normals, shaded from (l,l,l), 1 I 
I 

and (-1,-1,l). (c): Depth map  recovered f r o m  Poisson ' 
equation (using outl ier pixels as well as inliers). 

I 
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